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It was proposed …

Soon the subject became controversial …
there are a lot of pros and cons papers in the Web

Brandon Carter, in a Symposium, in September 1973 
commemorating Copernicus’s 500th birthday, proclaimed that 
humanity did indeed hold a special place in the Universe.

A. Wheeler:
… the question whether man is involved in the design of the 
Universe in a much more central way that one can previously 
imagine.



Different versions of the Anthropic
Principle

S. Weinberg: there are a number of different versions
of this principle, ranging from those that are so weak
as to be trivial to those that are so strong as to be absurd …!



Definitions of the Anthropic Principle

Ellis: The  AP  is the  issue  of  why the  universe  is  such  
to  admit  the  existence  of  intelligent  life such  as ourselves.

Tipler: The  AP  is  the  drawing  of  scientific  inferences from  
a  consideration  of Man's Place in Nature.

Y. B. Balashov: The AP … is an attempt to deduce nontrivial 
consequences from the rather trivial  consideration  that  we  
observe  around  us  not  some  arbitrary  Universe, but  that 
compatible with our existence therein.



Anthropic or … Biological?
AP BP

The condition for the possibility of life
is different from the possibility of man.

It is quite conceivable a universe with life
but without man.

Furthermore: Man has a non material activity
that cannot be ascribed to physical processes.



Weak AP, Strong AP, …

WAP: The observed values of all physical and cosmological 
quantities are not equally probable, but they take on values restricted 
by the requirements that there exist sites where carbon-based life can 
evolve and by requirement that the Universe be old enough
for it to have already done so.

SAP: The whole Universe must have those properties which 
allow life to develop within it at some stage in its history.



… Final AP

Barrow & Tipler:
Intelligent information-processing
must come into existence in the Universe, 
and, once it comes into existence, 
it will never die out.

The  Universe  is  sufficiently  benign  so  that  
once  intelligence  first  evolves,  the  laws  of 
physics permit its continued existence forever.



Physicist: I  don’t care of  the why
numbers are such and such …

Philosopher: I care of the why.

Physicist:  you can do that, but pay 
attention to formulate a true 
metaphysical why!

Physics or meta – physics ?
Warning !

… Let us recall the facts



Restricted specific values are
required …

1. Life requires some specific physical 
conditions: Initial conditions, boundary
conditions, …

2. Only restricted specific values of the physical 
constants allow life: fine tuning.

3. Why such fine tuning occurs? 



Life: elements and molecules

1. Appropriate elements’ abundances are 
required by superior living organisms:

• Carbon, Hydrogen, Oxigen, Nitrogen, 
Phosphorus, Sulfur (CHNOPS) …

• Molecules are required: H2O  water, 
DNA and RNA nucleic acids, proteins, 
carbohydrates, lipids …

http://www.livescience.com/32983-what-are-ingredients-life.html



Physical 
Laws

Newton

Maxwell

Boltzmann

Heisenberg, Schrödinger

Einstein

Pauli, …



Four basic “forces”



Let us examine a specific case

Electric versus  Nuclear

What holds the nucleusWhat holds the nucleus
together? After all, together? After all, protonsprotons
are positively charged are positively charged 
and like chargesand like charges
repel each other. Thus, repel each other. Thus, 
shouldnshouldn’’t the nucleus justt the nucleus just
fly apart?fly apart?

Strong Nuclear Force holds Protons Together



Strong interaction constant

In the model of Yukawa the nuclear forces 
between the nucleons are explained as a result of the 
virtual pions exchange, and the interaction energy is:
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Electromagnetic interaction
constant
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The electromagnetic interaction 
of two fixed protons 
is described by the electrostatic energy

ε0 is the vacuum permittivity

we assume that the distance r and the electromagnetic photon’s 
wavelength λ are related by the formula 2π r =λ

Fine structure const.



Nuclear to electromagnetic I

Chemical reactions fall million of times short 
in energy of disturbing the nucleus: energy gap

With some tweaking of the free parameters of the 
Standard Model of particle physics, we could create 
a universe in which there was no energy gap between
chemical and nuclear.

However …



Nuclear to electromagnetic II

In a universe with no chemical–nuclear energy gap, 
life could not rely on stable, predictable chemical properties. 

Oxygen would remain a useful source of chemical energy for life, 
but if some oxygen atoms collided too heavily with the walls of 
your lungs, the resultant nuclear reaction could fill your lungs with 
argon (useless), or arsenic (poisonous) !!

Every organic reaction network would be further complicated 
by scores of available nuclear reactions, each radically altering 
the chemical properties of the constituents of your body. 

It would be much more difficult to shield DNA from outside 
meddling ...



Fine tuning: αstrong – αfine st.

Our universe



M. Rees: The Deep Forces That Shape the 
Universe

• Six numbers constitute  a  'recipe'  for  a  universe. 

• The outcome is sensitive to their values: if any one 
of them were to be 'untuned', there would be no stars and no life. 

• Is this tuning just a brute fact, a coincidence? Or is it the 
Providence of  a  benign  Creator? 

• I  (M. Rees) take  the  view  that  it  is neither: An infinity of  other 
universes may well (??) exist where the numbers are different. Most 
would be stillborn or sterile. 



1) N

The  cosmos  is  so  vast  because  there  is  one  crucially 
important  huge number N in nature, equal to  1036.  

It measures  the  strength  of  the  electrical forces that  hold 
atoms together,  divided by  the  force  of  gravity between 
them. 

If N had a few less zeros, only a short-lived miniature 
universe could exist: no creatures could grow larger than 
insects, and there would be no time for biological evolution. 



2) ε

ε ,  whose  value  is  0.007,  defines  how firmly 
atomic nuclei bind together. 

Its value controls the power from the Sun:
how stars transmute hydrogen into all the atoms 
of  the periodic table by nuclear reactions.

Carbon and Oxygen are common, whereas  Gold  and Uranium
are rare, because of  what  happens  in the stars. 

If  ε were 0.006  or  0.008, we could not exist. 



3) Ω
The  cosmic number Ω measures the
relative importance of  gravity and 
expansion energy in the universe. 

If this ratio were too high relative to a particular 'critical'  value, 
the universe would have collapsed long ago; 

had it been too low, no galaxies or stars would  have  formed.  

The  initial  expansion  speed seems to have been finely tuned.



4) λ

The λ was the biggest 
scientific news of  1998. 

An unsuspected new force, 
a cosmic 'antigravity‘, 
controls the expansion of our universe.

It  is  destined  to  become  ever  more dominant
over  gravity  and  other  forces  as  our  universe expands.

Fortunately for us λ is very small. 

Otherwise its effect would have stopped galaxies and stars from forming.



If  the background  microwaves  had  implied an 
even smoother early universe, the clusters and superclusters
in  our  present  universe  would  have  been  a  puzzle:  there
would need to have been some extra force, apart from gravity, 
that could enhance the density contrasts even faster. 

Cosmic Microwave Background



Gravity amplifies  slight  'ripples'  
in  an  almost  featureless  fireball

Self gravity produces exactly the opposite effect!

Q: how much energy would be needed 
to break up and disperse them - as a proportion  of  their total 'rest-
mass energy' (mc2 ). 
For Clusters and Super-clusters Q: of the order of 10-5

Self Gravitation 



5) Q

Q represents the ratio of two fundamental energies and 
is about 2 x 10-5.

If  Q were even  smaller, the universe would be inert and structureless; 
if Q were much larger, it would be a violent place, in which no stars or 
solar systems could survive, dominated by vast black holes.

Q ~ the amplitude of primordial fluctuations

How much energy would be needed to break 
up and disperse Clusters of galaxies/MCl c2

correlated



Q: Self Gravity

If  our  universe  had  started  off  completely  smooth and 
uniform, it  would  have remained  so throughout its  expansion.

After ten billion years, it would  contain thinly spread 
dark matter, and  hydrogen and  helium gas  so rarified that 
there was less than one atom in each cubic metre. 
It would be cold  and  dull:  
no galaxies, therefore no stars, no periodic table, no complexity, 
certainly no people. 

But even very slight irregularities in the early phases  make 
a crucial difference, because density contrasts amplify during the 
expansion.



Inflation theory



Inflation really works …?

Inflation can produce practically any value of Q, from zero 
to very large values. 

If Q is greater than one, the universe comes 
pre-loaded with black holes; this really is not a good idea. 

The properties of the inflation must be fine-tuned to produce 
the right value of Q, so again …

we replace one fine-tuning with another.

By : A fortunate Universe: Life in a finely tuned cosmos, G. F. Lewis, L. A. Barnes, 



6) D: 3 dimensions

The sixth crucial number has been known for centuries, 
although it's  now viewed  in a new  perspective.  

It  is the 3 ! The number of spatial dimensions in our world, D
equals three. 

Life  couldn't  exist  if  D were two or four. 

Time is a  fourth  dimension, but  distinctively  different  from  
the others  in  that  it  has  a  built-in arrow:  we  'move'  only 
towards the future. 



Initial Entropy 

The most useful (low entropy) arrangement of matter 
– from gravity’s perspective – is spread out. 
A smooth matter distribution is, in fact, a low-entropy state.

The apparently ordered Universe you see around you, 
with the structures vital for life to function and for you to exist, 
is actually the decayed remains of a more ordered state in 
the early Universe.

Laws say how physical things change, 
and initial conditions provide the starting point.
Scientific theories do not predict their initial conditions
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Pay attention to the metaphors!

The Fantozzi cloud! It 
exist? Fantozzi is a very 
popular Italian fictional 
character. Poor Fantozzi is 
the one who gets rained 
on when everyone else is 
dry. He's the one who 
always has the bad luck. 
Like a Mr. Bean Italian 
Style! 

Do we need the Fantozzi effect to believe in fine tuning?



Pay attention to the metaphors!

If you survive the firing squad
maybe you are lucky or … there 
is some design?

If there are many rebels, may one survive?



Multiverse hypothesis



Multiverse solution … ?

If  one doesn't  accept the ‘Providence' argument, there is 
another perspective, which - though still conjectural –
M. Rees finds compellingly (??) attractive.

He says: “I  think the multiverse genuinely lies within the 
province  of  science, even though it is plainly still no more 
than a tentative hypothesis.”

Here you may clearly see the error: or accept the ‘Providence‘ or continue the scientific arguments!
This disjunction is totally false.
Providence rests on a metaphysical ground!



Mind’s labyrinth

Scientist Dedalus in the labyrinth of intricacies



Final Anthropic Principle
… few remarks

It is a bad mix of metaphysical and physical assumptions

Barrow & Tipler warn their readers that FAP is 
“quite speculative” and that it should 
not “be regarded as well-established principles of physics”

Intelligent information-processing must come 
into existence in the universe, and, 
once it comes into existence, it will never die out.



•Computer power is always increasing …Artificial Intelligence
will exeed human intelligence…

•The Sun will become a Red Giant within few billion years …

•Transfer human life to AI robot and colonize the Galaxy …

•The Universe will collapse humanity will be able to
control the collapse …and ..

•exploit the infinite gravitational energy to simulate universe
we live and makes “resurrection” of everybody possible …

Final Anthropic Principle at work:
life must be eternal !?



Are you joking Mr. Tipler?
Humans/robots will be able to control the universe collapse …



Limits of the Anthropic
Principle

It poses the wrong questions to Physics,
it may induce wrong answers,
it may produce confusion between Physics and Metaphysics.

Why the Earth is at the appropriate distance
from the Sun that allows life
development?
Because God put it there !?

Why there is the Moon?
To lighten the night !?



What if …?

What will occur if the fine tuning

turns out to be

a broad band tuning ?

Will we feel ourselves more accidental …
more precarious or  more orphans?



The fundamental question



Creation 

Let us remember that creation means to produce 
the universe from nothing .

To put into existence from nothing pre existing.

Ex nihilo!

Nihil is not ‘empty space’, is the negation of anything.

It is important to clarify what “creation” means



Creation is like to switch on 
the lamp of a movie

God turns
the light on …



Physics needs Philosophy

Philosophy

Physics
Ethics

Theology

Principle of reality, of universal laws,
of causality, non contradiction , falsifiability (Popper) …



Tree of life

Good or bad philosophyGood or bad terrain …

bad philosophy

good philosophy



William Tell … fine tuning?
The legend of Wilhelm Gorkeit of Tellikon



There is a purpose of it all?
Yes … but …

The arrow strictly obeys the laws of physics!

Are the physical constants fine tuned ?
Wind speed, air temperature, pressure, gravity, cosmic …

… are they fine tuned …?

… so that William shot the apple clean off his son’s head?

The purpose is in the William’s mind …
and somehow in the arrow …



Summary

•Does it exist a design in the cosmos?

•Yes, … but we don’t need Physics to understand this 
fact. Maybe it can help, … maybe not!

•Design doesn’t appear in the dynamics of the Willelm 
Tell arrow.

•It lies “oustside” the cosmos, in its laws and acting as
final cause. 

The purpose lies in the mind that concieves it
and in universe which make it present. 



St AugustineThe heavens declare the glory of God,
and the sky above proclaims his handiwork.

Psalm 19:1


